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ABSTRACT - In a multi-core system, power and performance
may be dynamically traded off by utilizing power
management (PM). This paper addresses the problem of
minimizing the total power consumption of a Chip
Multiprocessor (CMP) while maintaining a target average
throughput. The proposed solution relies on a hierarchical
framework, which employs core consolidation, coarse-grain
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), and task
assignment at the CMP level and fine-grain DVFS based on
closed-loop feedback control at the individual core level. Our
experimental results are very favorable showing noticeable
average power saving compared to a baseline technique, and
demonstrate the high efficacy of the proposed hierarchical
PM framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the increase in demand for high performance
processors, Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) architectures have
been introduced to enable continued performance scaling in
spite of the slow-down of the CMOS technology scaling. At
the same time the demand for higher processing power is
causing the need for power and energy efficient design of
multi-core processing platforms. As technology continues to
scale to smaller feature sizes, power dissipation and die
temperature have become the main design concerns and key
performance limiters in processor design.
The problem of power efficient multiprocessor design has
been extensively studied in the literature. Prior studies
propose
dynamic
power/thermal
management
for
homogeneous
[1]-[4]
or
heterogeneous
multicore
architectures [5][6]. The real-time power management
techniques include local responses at the core-level [2][7][8]
or global task scheduling heuristics [6][9]-[11]. Typically, the
problem formulations target performance optimization under
a power/energy budget [1][3] or a thermal constraint [7][12][14], or attempt to minimize a composite cost function in the
form of energy per throughput [5][12]. Minimization of the
total power consumption of a general-purpose CMP system
while meeting a total throughput constraint [4][15] is an
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equally interesting problem, which is the focus of the present
paper. Our solution framework solves the power management
problem for such a CMP system through concurrent core
consolidation, task assignment to cores, and core-level
DVFS.
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) for single
processor systems is well understood and standardized [16].
However, due to key differences between single-core and
multicore systems, there are a number of options in applying
DVFS to CMP platforms [3][17][18]. In particular, DVFS in
such systems can be applied in one of two ways: chip-wide
[2][3] or per-core [1][18][19]. Moreover, DVFS may be
combined with power gating (shutdown) to a portion of the
chip. Finally, performance of the CMP system is strongly
influenced by the task to core assignment, and thus, DVFS
should be combined with (or at least solved in light of) task
assignment [9].
In [4], the authors address the problem of finding a chipwide operating voltage-frequency (v-f) setting as well as
finding the number of active cores that minimize power
consumption of a CMP under a performance constraint. The
proposed method uses an offline characterization of the
system power and performance for target application and a
hill-climbing search method to find the optimal solution, and
therefore is costly to be a general purpose runtime power
management technique. Reference [15] formulates the
problem of minimizing total power consumption of a multicore system subject to a throughput constraint by means of
dynamic voltage scaling and task scheduling, and proves it to
be NP-hard. A heuristic is then presented for the case of
queued tasks, which is based on performing exhaustive
search in the state transition space at each task execution
point. The shortcomings of this work include the high
complexity of the proposed solution, and the fact that it does
not utilize core-shut down as a way of saving power. In [2],
the authors deploy a control theory based controller (PI
controller) to perform DVFS in CMPs at runtime. Similarly,
the limitation of this work is that it does not consider the
potential power saving of changing the number of the active
cores. In [1], the authors introduce the concept of a global
power manager which senses the per-core power and
performance of a CMP and sets the operating power mode of
each core while meeting a target power budget. One of the
limitations of this work is also that independent of the amount
of the workload that is given to the CMP, the number of the
active cores is always fixed. This results in sub-optimal
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poower consum
mption values especially when
w
the CM
MP
w
workload
is low
w. Also, the premise that eachh core is dedicaated
too run a specificc application forever
f
limits the
t practicalityy of
thhis approach.
In this paper, we address the
t problem off minimizing the
tootal power connsumption of a CMP whille maintainingg a
CMP-level average throughpu
ut target for taskks running on the
CMP. The minimum power so
olution is achieved by applyying
and task asssignment in the
D
DVFS,
core consolidation,
c
inntroduced hierrarchical glob
bal power manager
m
that is
coomprised of thhree tiers. The top-tier PM unnit performs core
coonsolidation and coarse-g
grain DVFS based on the
innformation/preddiction about th
he current/futuure tasks providded
byy the workloadd manager uniit. The mid-tier PM assigns the
taasks, which arre assumed to
o be independdent, to availaable
coores considerinng server and task
t
affinities. The low-tier PM
P
em
mploys a closed-loop feeedback impleementing DV
VFS
teechnique at corre level which senses a core’’s performancee at
peeriodic intervaals and sets th
he operating frrequency levell of
thhe core to enforrce adherence to known chipp level throughhput
reequirements.
The novelties of this paper may
m be summarrized as follow
ws:
- It solves thee problem of CMP
C
power opptimization unnder
an averagee throughput constraint by means of core
consolidatioon and closed loop
l
DVFS.
- It proposes to append a workload
w
analyzer to the CM
MP
power mannagement unit to perform coarse grain DV
VFS
depending on
o the type of task e.g., mem
mory intensive vs.
CPU intensive.
- It uses a higgh level simulaation tool that simulates a CM
MP
by emulatinng core conso
olidation, task scheduling, taask
queuing, annd DVFS.
The remaindeer of this papeer is organizeed as follows. In
seection 2, we provide
p
backgrround on CMP
P and throughhput
m
models
used in this
t paper. Secction 3 describees the problem
m of
m
minimizing
thee power conssumption of a CMP givenn a
thhroughput consstraint. In secttion 4 we pressent our heurisstic
m
method
in detaiil. Section 5 iss dedicated to the experimenntal
reesults while secction 6 conclud
des the paper.

2.. PRELIMINA
ARIES
2..1. System Model
M
We consider an
a N-way hom
mogeneous CM
MP system (a.kk.a.
multiprocessor system-on-chip
m
p, MPSoC). Such
S
a system
m is
coomposed of N homogenouss processing cores which are
inndependent except that they
y share the L2 cache and the
innterface to the Main Memory
y [20]. Each coore has a separrate
suupply voltage and
a clock geneeration modulee so that they can
c
ruun at differentt voltage-frequ
uency (v-f) seettings. Note that
t
uttilizing per-corre DVFS [18] makes cores in CMP operrate
heeterogeneouslyy, in terms of th
heir power andd performance.
Application prrograms and/orr the operatingg system generrate
reequests/tasks annd send them to
t the CMP. Siimilar to [11], we
asssume these taasks are indepeendent of eachh other, and eaach
taask runs on a single core without
w
the neeed for inter-core
coommunication.. The probllem of optim
mally assignning
deependent taskss in multiproceessor systems has been studdied
G
Ghasemazar,
M
Minimizing
Pow
wer Consumptiion of a CMP…
…

s
of the
in the literature [10][21][22], but iss outside the scope
m
present paper. Note however thaat the only modification
needed for addressingg task dependeencies is to uttilize a task
assignm
ment policy in the
t task dispatcching unit that handles the
structurre of a task graaph; any perfoormance lossess due to one
task waaiting for the reesults of a preedecessor task can thus be
accountted for.
Generral characteristtics of tasks, inncluding their expected
e
job
size, s, and memory access
a
rate (M
MAR) values, are
a assumed
i not a preccise microto be known. Note that MAR is
architecctural perform
mance metric, such as the cache miss
ratio; innstead it denotes an approxiimation of thee number of
accesses to memory that cause pipeline
p
stalls and delay
penaltiees. Roughly sppeaking, MAR value indicates if a given
task is CPU-intensivee or memory-inntensive. This information
c
from history-based profiling data of the tasks
can be collected
generateed by certain applications
a
(ssee for examplle published
data abbout characteriistics of variouus tasks generrated by ECommeerce, Banking,, or Support applications [23])
[
or by
dynamic profiling with
w
the aid of built-in performance
p
monitorring units (e.g. a core’s IPS value
v
can be measured
m
on
the fly by using the retired instruction count measured
m
by
Hardwaare Performancce Counters during
d
a time epoch; for
instancee, MSR_PERF
F_FIXED_CTR
R0 register in Intel Xeon
processors reports thhe number off instructions that retire
executioon [24]). In eitther method, estimated
e
valuees are prone
to errorr which affectss the result of decisions madde based on
these unncertain valuess, and the poweer manager muust employ a
techniquue to take caree of this uncertaainty and/or innaccuracy of
exact taask characteristics; in our appproach it is doone through
using a feedback contrrol loop (cf. seection 3).

Figure 1. Systeem model with gloobal and local queues.

Figuree 1 shows ann abstract blocck diagram off the CMP
system considered in this paper. A Power Managgement Unit
(PMU),, which sets thhe working v-ff levels of diffferent CMP
cores annd provides thee Task Dispatcching Unit (TD
DU) with the
input data
d
needed foor task assignment, acts as the global
controlller for the syystem. The CM
MP has a sinngle Global
Queue (GQ),
(
in whichh the incomingg tasks are heldd. The TDU
assigns the tasks in the GQ to the avvailable cores periodically.
p
Each CMP
C
core has a Local Queue (LQ), whichh is used to
hold tassks that are assigned to the coore.
The PMU
P
may be im
mplemented thhrough either a centralized
hardwarre unit, such as
a a separate em
mbedded micrrocontroller,
or as a piece of high-priority
h
s
software
which is being
executeed on one of the
t cores. Thhe former reallization can

become a bottleneck for the system due to PMU’s limited
bandwidth for collecting runtime data about cores and the
growing overhead of detailed data processing and decision
making as the number of cores goes up. The latter realization
helps with the scalability of the PM framework with respect
the number of cores in the system. In addition in our
proposed hierarchical framework, the top tiers of PM perform
a quick (low overhead) global data processing and decision
making at the system level, whereas the low-tier PM
performs detailed decisions at the core level.
The disparate applications are assigned to the cores by the
TDU, which is a part of the OS code. Depending on the size
of the CMP, i.e., number of cores in the system, the TDU can
be realized in a centralized or distributed manner. In this
paper, we assume a centralized TDU implementation. The
GQ is typically implemented in software as part of the OS
kernel while the LQ’s are implemented as part of the local
power management codes that run on the individual cores.

where
is the fraction of instructions accessing data
memory (typical value between 0.1 and 0.6).
Referring to the definition of throughput, throughput of the
core i is calculated as follows using (3):
·
(3)
1

·

·

·

where IPCj(f) denotes the actual IPC value of the task
running on the core.

2.3. IPS Saturation Effect
Figure 2 shows the relationship between IPS and frequency
as captured in equation (3) for different types of tasks. Figure
2-a corresponds to three low-CMF tasks with high, medium
and low IPCncm values, while Figure 2-b shows three highCMF tasks with high, medium and low IPCncm values.

2.2. Throughput Model
Throughput of a processor core is defined as the average
number of executed instructions per second and is denoted by
instructions per second or IPS for short. If a core that is
running at frequency f executes task j with known
characteristics, then the time t0 needed to run I0 instructions
can be estimated by equation (1), in which the first term
represents the computation time and the second term accounts
for the delay of accessing higher level caches.
·

·

·

(1)

where CMFj denotes cache miss frequency, i.e. the proportion
of instructions that cause an L1 cache miss while executing
task j; c is a fixed parameter representing average cache
miss penalty which captures the core’s expected stall time
when a cache miss occurs. The value of c depends on
parameters such as the pipeline implementation, cache size,
cache management policy, and speed of the L2 cache and
main memory. IPCjncm denotes the no-cache-miss instruction
per cycle of the task; it is defined as the IPC value under a
condition that there are no cache misses, e.g. very large cache
that has all the application data pre-fetched, and thus no
misses occur.
Recall CMF is a micro-architecture level parameter that
indicates the number of memory accesses of a task missing in
the L1 cache. In fact, it can be interpreted as a translation of
high level MAR in the architecture level; in general, a CPUintensive task, i.e. low MAR, has a low CMF value while a
memory-intensive task, i.e. high MAR, exhibits a high CMF
(although, a memory-intensive task may have a low CMF due
to its special memory access pattern). Here, we use CMF and
MAR interchangeably to distinct the memory-intensive and
CPU-intensive tasks. Also, note that CMFj in (3) represents
average cache miss frequency due to both instruction and
data cache misses (denoted by
and
respectively):
·

(2)
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Figure 2. Throughput-frequency relationship for (a) low CMF tasks (b)
high CMF tasks.

From the Figure 2-b, domain of the IPS function of high
CMF tasks can be divided into two regions: a frequency
region where IPS rises rapidly with an increase in f and
another where rate of change of IPS with f is low. We define
a unit-slope frequency separating these two regions:
(4)

where

is the partial derivative of the IPS with respect to

frequency (normalized appropriately to produce a unit-slope

value). For example in Figure 2-b, funsl for high CMF and
high IPCncm tasks is about 710MHz, which is illustrated by a
dashed line. For different combinations of IPCncm and CMF,
the unit-slope frequency may be calculated for the
corresponding task type. In practice, there is uncertainty
about the predictive values of IPCncm and CMF of an
incoming task, and hence funsl cannot be calculated accurately
for a task in future. In practice, a single average funsl is
assumed for all memory intensive tasks to lower the
complexity. Note that if a task has a high CMF value, much
of the time the core is waiting idle for the memory response,
and hence, clock frequency can be set to a relatively low
value, to reduce power/energy with no or very little
performance loss. Therefore to reduce the runtime of the
consolidation and coarse-grain DVFS steps, we will limit the
clock frequency of a core running specific type of task to
frequencies below the funsl (cf. section 4.1).

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider an N-way CMP as described in section 2.1. The
PMU seeks to minimize the total power consumption of the
CMP subject to achieving a service rate whereby a GQ
overflow does not occur. This means that on average, CMP
service rate must be greater than or equal to the rate of the
incoming tasks. This is equivalent to imposing a lower bound
constraint on the average throughput of the CMP.
The problem statement can be written as follows:
. .

(5)

where PCMP denotes the CMP power (see equation (7)), λ is
the rate of the incoming tasks (arrival rate of the tasks in the
GQ), and μ is the CMP service rate (departure rate of the
tasks from the GQ). To solve this problem, the power
management algorithm needs to decide on the optimum
number of the processing cores that are required to service
the tasks, determine the v-f setting of each active core, and
assign and schedule the tasks in the GQ to different cores.
Moreover, the predictive input information of the system,
such as the task characteristics (as described in section 2.1)
are prone to uncertainty and inaccuracy, and a mechanism
needs to be adopted to opt out the effect of inaccurate data.
Due to the real time nature of the problem, conventional
mathematical optimization approaches do not result in a
robust solution to this problem. We want to utilize an
efficient (light and thin) and robust algorithm to solve it..
To estimate the power consumption of the CMP, we use a
power model which is the summation of the intra-core power
dissipation and the CMP-level power contribution of the core.
The intra-core power dissipation is comprised of a dynamic
power which is cubically dependent on the core’s clock
frequency (assuming that the frequency f is directly
proportional to the core’s supply voltage level V) and an v-f
setting dependent idle component, Pidle(f). The second
component of CMP’s core power dissipation is Pcommon,chip
(also denoted by PC) which is comprised of power
consumption of the shared resources in the CMP system,
most importantly the L2 cache and I/O interface. This power
component is independent of the frequency of any core.
Ghasemazar, Minimizing Power Consumption of a CMP…

·

,
,

(6)

/

where QD in the Pcore,intra expression is a constant
(implementation and CMP platform-dependent) term while
Pidle(f) is the idle power consumption for each core which is a
function of the frequency. Pidle(f) at different frequencies, f
values, can be measured offline and the values can be kept in
a lookup table. PL2 and PI/O –that are frequency independent denote constant terms capturing the power dissipation of the
L2 cache and I/O interface of the CMP. We have:
·

,

(7)

,

where active(i) is a pseudo-Boolean variable set to 1 exactly
if the ith core is active. In this model, it is assumed that at
least one core is active in the CMP, executing arrived tasks
and the PMU application.

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION
We introduce an efficient strategy that solves the policy
optimization problem described above. The proposed solution
relies on a 3-tier hierarchical DPM approach (that we call 3TPM) where the original problem is broken into three
optimization problems based on the significance and the
granularity level of the decisions that must be made. Higher
level DPM sets values of the input parameters of the lower
levels. Decisions at the top level are made based on coarsegrain information about the target task set (e.g., predicted
MAR value for tasks in the GQ) whereas the lower level
decisions are made based on characteristics of individual
tasks.
Workload Analyzer/Predictor
General performance
requirements: IPSh, IPSl

Tier1
Number of cores per task type, Coarse grain DVFS
Profile of
IHS tasks

Number & initial
frequency of High
Speed cores (nh, fh)

Number & initial
frequency of Low
Speed cores (nl, fl)

Profile
ILS tasks

Tier2
Task Assignment, Set‐point for
individual High Speed cores

Throughput
Set‐point

Throughput
Set‐point
Core nh

Core 1

Feedback
loop DVFS

…

Task Assignment, Set‐point for
individual Low Speed cores

Tier3

Feedback
loop DVFS

Core nl+nh

Core nh +1

Feedback
loop DVFS

…

Feedback
loop DVFS

Figure 3. Block diagram of the proposed three-tiered PM.

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed
hierarchical PMU. The PMU attempts to minimize the CMP
power consumption while ensuring that the CMP throughput
is higher than a minimum threshold value. This is done by:
a) Choosing the optimum number of the cores required to
maintain the required throughput and turning the rest of
the cores off (see tier 1 in Figure 3);

b) Dividing the total active cores in two groups: high speed
and low speed cores where the target working
frequencies for high speed and low speed cores are set
(we call this optimization core consolidation and coarsegrain DVFS, see tier 1 in Figure 3);
c) Assigning tasks from the GQ into the LQ of different
active cores (this task assignment step is done separately
for high and low speed cores, see tier 2 in Figure 3);
d) Setting the target average throughput value (so-called
“set point”) for each core considering the task
assignments, such that the system-level throughput
constraint –in the form of task processing rate- is
satisfied (see tier 2 in Figure 3);
e) Dynamically tuning voltage-frequency level of each
active core by using a local control feedback loop for
each core (we call this step fine-grain DVFS, see tier 3 in
Figure 3).
Decisions at each tier of the PM hierarchy are performed
regularly, but with different frequencies. Tier 1 decisions are
made at each decision epoch, Td. Task assignment is done as
part of the second tier optimization at each allocation window
Ta, where Ta < Td. The third tier decision making is done with
period of Ts, which denotes the sampling period of the digital
feedback control loop of each core. Typically Ts < Ta, such
that the lower level controller iterates for enough sampling
periods and becomes stable within the Ta period. This means
the stability of two tiers are independent as long as they are
operating according to the specification. Furthermore, note
that the hierarchical structure of the solution implies that a
higher level PM makes a decision that sets the target
(aspiration level) for lower levels, and decisions lower levels
only satisfy these targets i.e. they cannot damage higher level
decisions, as long as target points are feasible.
4.1. Workload Analyzer
The task of Workload Analyzer (WA) is monitoring the
incoming tasks at the GQ to (i) classify them based on their
IPC characteristics, and (ii) predict the future workload both
in terms of its arrival rate and its IPC characteristics. The
decision about the amount of workload that needs to be
processed at each decision epoch is also made at this time.
This decision is made so that, on average, queue overflow is
avoided. The WA aims to keep the average queue occupancy
of the GQ at a constant level, which of course implies that the
service rate
matches the demand rate . In fact, if this
condition is held, CMP has supplied just enough performance
to satisfy the throughput requirement of the system and save
power as much as possible.
4.1.1. Task Classification
As mentioned earlier, MAR indicate if the task is a CPUintensive or memory-intensive task. Two classes of tasks are
defined based on their MAR values on the given cores:
Intrinsically Low Speed (ILS, or l for short) and Intrinsically
High Speed (IHS, or h for short) tasks. Task classification is
done based on the value of the task MAR, i.e.,
(8)
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where C(task) is an enumerated type describing the class of
the task and MARth is a threshold value used to partition the
tasks. When the apriori information about a task is not
available, WA assigns it to default class ILS, which allows
the task to run more power efficiently. Meanwhile, the WA
monitors and records its MAR for later reference. The MAR
values of tasks are recorded in a table, with least recently
used (LRU) replacement policy to limit the table size.
4.1.2. Workload Analysis and Prediction
The WA monitors and predicts the required throughput for
each task set, IPSh and IPSl, and the average characteristics of
tasks, e.g. IPCavg, to provide to the tier-one PM in order to
manage the core consolidation and coarse-grain DVFS
choices at each decision epoch. The prediction method used
can be a history-based prediction technique, whereby a
moving-window average of the task arrival rates and their
IPC values over the last few decision epochs is used as
estimates of the task arrival rate and IPC value in the next
decision epoch.
Next, based on the current state of the GQ and prediction
about task arrival rate, the WA determines the number of
tasks, W, in the GQ to be dispatched to cores in each
allocation window. The WA sets W such that the occupancy
level of the GQ remains nearly constant at some target level,
e.g. 50% (c.f. [18] for detailed analysis). This value is found
to be energy efficient for a single processor system, however,
the CMP can also be seen as a processor that is N-times
faster, and the incoming task rate is thus N times higher too.
The WA creates the ILS and IHS task sets running during
the decision period and calculates required throughput for
each set:
∑

Cs

(9)

where Td denotes the duration of the decision period and sj
denotes the expected job size of task j.
4.2. Tier-One PM
The job of Tier-One PM includes first finding the optimum
number of cores to run each class of tasks so as to minimize
PCMP. Then, it must assign a single target voltage and
frequency level to all the cores that are assigned to one class
(the v-f setting would be fine tuned by tier-three.)
4.2.1. Core Consolidation and Coarse-Grain DVFS
Armed with the task classification, the PMU allocates the
optimum number of cores to each class of tasks, and sets the
coarse-grain frequency (and hence, the supply voltage level)
of each core. The objective is to minimize the total power
consumption while satisfying the throughput constraint for
the task set in each class. Let nl, nh and N denote the number
of cores assigned to the ILS and IHS tasks and the CMP core
count. Tier-one power minimization problem can be
formulated as follows:
·

·
·

·

,

(10)

. .

(11)
,

·
·

0,

,
,

·
·

where fl and fh are the coarse-grain working frequencies for
the ILS and IHS cores, respectively. These two frequencies
together with the number of cores, nl and nh, assigned to each
task class are the optimization variables to be determined.
The first constraint limits the number of cores. Under the low
workload conditions, it may be prudent from a power-saving
perspective to turn off some of cores -this is why the
summation of the two types of cores can be less than N. The
second and third constraints bound fl and fh in the ranges (fmin,
funsl) and (fmin, fmax). The last two constraints are throughput
denotes the
constraints for each task class. Here
,
average actual IPC values of all current tasks in the
corresponding class, C, assumed to be equal to measured IPC
value in the recent past by hardware performance counters
[25].
Notice also that IPSl and IPSh have already been determined
by the WA from equation (9). This is a Non Linear Integer
Programming problem. Fortunately, since the range of
independent variables is small (few available frequency
levels and a limited number of cores on the chip,) a Branch
and Bound search method, as described below, is attractive
and computationally feasible. On line 12, the algorithm
searches for the best variable values (nl, nh, fl, fh) that
minimize the power dissipation.
1. S = {};
2. for (m = 0 to N; m++) do
3. for (fl = fmin to funsl; fstep++) do
4.
nl=
/
·
;
// from the 4th constraint
,
5.
nh = m – nl;
// from the 1st constraint
6.
/
·
// from the 5th constraint
,
7. calculate PCMP from (10) ;
8.
s = (nl, nh, fl, fh, PCMP);
9.
;
10. end for
11. end for
12. smin = find_min (S);
13. return smin;
It can be shown that the complexity of our proposed
algorithm is O(N*F) due to two nested loops of lines 2 and 3,
where F is the number of frequency steps between fmin and
funsl.
4.3. Tier-Two PM
After classifying tasks into IHS and ILS, and deciding
about the number of high and low speed cores and their
corresponding coarse-grain v-f settings in the top-level PM,
TDU now assign the tasks to individual cores. It also
determines the target throughput for individual cores in high
speed and low speed categories.
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4.3.1. Task Assignment
The task assignment scheme is shown in Figure 4. The
tasks in the GQ are passed through a switch where ILS and
IHS tasks are distinguished from each other and will be sent
to the corresponding Round Robin (RR) switches. Each RR
switch assigns its input tasks to LQ of an available core using
the round robin scheduling technique [11]. At each instance
of time, both RR switches have a list of the current available
cores. We define an available core as an active with Queue
Occupancy (QO) level less than a threshold value. If the next
core in the list of RR switch is not available, the RR switch
simply ignores that core and looks for the next available core.
GQ

ILS/IHS
Switch
QO1, …, QOnl

RR
Switch

RR
Switch

LQ 1

LQ nl

Low Speed Cores

LQ 1

QO1, …, QOnh

LQ nh

High Speed Cores

Figure 4. Tier-2 task assignment scheme

4.3.2. Determining Target Throughput of Cores
Once tasks are assigned to cores, based on the set of tasks
that are assigned to each individual core, the mid-level PM
calculates the target throughput that must be used as the set
point in the feedback loop controller of the core (tier three
PM). The target throughput of a core, IPStarget, is equal to the
sum of the expected number of instructions in the assigned
tasks divided by the allocation period length. The calculation
for each core uses a similar equation as equation (9) except
that the task set is restricted to the tasks assigned to that core,
and Td is replaced by Ta. That is:
∑

Cs

(12)

Note that if the execution time of a task exceeds Ta, it is not
feasible to execute the complete task in a single allocation
period, and the corresponding core must continue running
such task for the next period. However, in order to calculate
the target throughput value for the core that is running this
task (with large expected execution time), the task is virtually
divided into two or more subtasks to be executed in
subsequent allocation periods. Therefore, only the portion of
task that is executed during each Ta period is considered in
the target throughput calculation of the core for that period.

4.4. Tier-Three PM
To maintain a target throughput, IPStarget, for each core, we
use the feedback control theory [26]. More precisely, we
model a processor core as a system, called Gs, whose input
vector is the v-f settings and whose output is the resulting
throughput of the core, IPS, as shown in Figure 5. The

controller, shown by Gc in the figure, assigns a v-f setting for
the core. The system then employs this v-f setting, and the
resulting throughput is measured by means of the built-in
performance monitoring units (a core’s IPS value can be
measured on the fly by using the retired instruction count
measured by Hardware Performance Counters [24] in a time
interval). If the measured throughput is less than the target
throughput, the controller will increase the v-f setting value,
which results in higher throughput. On the other hand, if the
measured throughput is greater than the target throughput, the
controller will reduce the v-f setting value to match the
required throughput. This technique reduces power
consumption by performing DVFS to deliver only the
required throughput.
f

IPStarget

Gc

Gs

(16)

1

with a corresponding characteristic equation [26] as follows:
2

1

·

0

(17)

The solutions to the above equation are the closed-loop
poles of system, whose placement in the z-plane determines
the main characteristics of the system, such as its steady state
error, response time, overshoot and stability. To guarantee
stability of the loop, the poles should be placed inside the
Unit Circle of z-plane in the Root Locus of system [26]. For
our problem, the best placement of poles is found to be at
0.5±0.1i to generate a relatively fast and low-overshoot step
response as shown in Figure 6.

IPS

Figure 5. Closed loop system representation.

We can model the throughput of a core, given by (3), as a
linear function of its frequency, i.e., the input-output
relationship of the system, Gs, can be represented with a
linear function. Consequently, we can apply the linear control
techniques which are simple, effective, and accurate enough
for our purpose. Recall the controller needs to be embedded
in the PMU, and hence complex implementations are to be
avoided. There are many options for the type of linear
controller here. In this paper, we use a Proportional Integral
(PI) controller [26]. A PI controller is a special case of
Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controllers that are
very easy to implement, and usually easy to design for a firstorder system [2][8]. The derivative component of the general
PID controllers may amplify the effect of noise, and thus it is
not used in this work. To design the PI controller, we follow
the well established control theory techniques [26].
To use the linear control techniques, we first linearize the
relationship between throughput of a core and its frequency
in (3) with its
around a frequency f0, by replacing
maximum value at f0 as a fixed value (using the maximum
value is to guarantee stability of the closed loop system):
·

is defined by (14), if the set of tasks in the
where
and
local queue have an average expected IPC of
average CMF of CMFavg. The value of IPC(f0) is
approximated at design time for worst case.
max

1

·

Figure 6. (a) Root Locus and (b) Step Response of the places poles.

(13)

·

·

(14)

The transfer function of a PI controller in the z-domain is:
1

(15)

where Kp and KI are coefficients to be determined based on
the desired characteristics of the closed loop system. Hence
the transfer function of the closed-loop control system may
be written as:
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5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have developed a real-time simulator in C++ to
implement and evaluate the proposed power management
technique. The simulator uses an N-way CMP with shared L2
cache. The simulator is an event driven simulator, in which
the triggering events are task arrival, task departure, decision,
allocation, and sampling points. It emulates execution of the
tasks on the cores based on their size, IPCncm and CMF;
however, PMU decisions are made only by knowing size and
MAR of tasks, and estimating IPCC,avg’s on-line. The PMU,
GQ, LQ’s, and TDU are implemented in software.
Configuration of the cores is as described in Table 1, which is

based on the configuration of UltraSPARC T2 (Niagra2)
processor [27]. The dynamic and idle power consumption of
CMP are modeled as presented in equation (6) with the
coefficients matching the target processor’s power
characteristics. The proposed PM technique shown in Figure
3 (called 3T-PM) was implemented, as well as another
baseline PM algorithm. For the purpose of comparison, no
prior work is found that tackles the same power management
problem that we have solved. For example, reference [1] that
is the closest to our problem, ignores core consolidation and
also is based on life-time fixed task to core assignment.
References [2][3] are also lacking dynamic task to core
assignment phase. Therefore, a direct comparison with a
specific prior work is not possible. However, to evaluate 3TPM’s performance, we compare it to a baseline PM which
can be seen as a modified version of the work presented in
[1]. The baseline PM does not support core consolidation;
neither does it classify the tasks into IHS and ILS. Round
robin is used for task assignment in the baseline PM. Also, to
study the efficiency of control-theory feedback loop, the
baseline PM comes with per-core open loop DVFS
capability, which indeed is different from non-control-theory
closed loop DVFS of [1]. In order to realize DVFS, the
baseline PM utilizes information about tasks to determine the
required frequency that satisfies system throughput, and uses
a higher core frequency value, as a safety margin, to take into
account the uncertainty of those values.

Table 1. Configurations of the cores in CMP system

Pipeline stages
Execution units
Issue queue size
Load/Store queue
L1 instruction/data cache
L2 unified cache
Technology node/Vdd
Frequency
Typical Dynamic Power
Typical Leakage Power

8 (int), 12 (fp)
2 INT units, 1 FP unit
20
32/32
16KB, 8-way/8KB, 4-way/LRU
N*512KB, 16-way, 64B line
65nm, 1.5V
{200:200+:1600} MHz
8.9W @ fmax
2.9W

Table 2. Average characteristics of benchmarks used to generate tasks
Benchmark
Art

MAR
16%

IPCncm
0.816

CMF
0.0488

Bzip

18%

0.902

0.0685

Equake

7%

1.850

0.0065

Gcc

14%

0.876

0.0392

Go

9%

0.773

0.0188

Gzip

26%

0.869

0.0865

Mcf

23%

2.221

0.0629

Mesa

13%

1.923

0.0272

Twolf

8%

1.205

0.0172

Table 3 summarizes the parameters used in the simulation.

5.1. Task Generation
Tasks are randomly generated and sent to the CMP. The
expected job size and inter-arrival time of tasks are assumed
to be two independent random variables with exponential
distributions with mean values of E(s) and 1/E(λ),
respectively. Note that in order to avoid overflow, the
average of task arrival rate is set to less than or equal to the
maximum processing capacity of CMP. In other words, the
mean value of task inter-arrival time is greater than or equal
to the expected execution time (mean of expected job size,
divided by product of the average IPC of tasks and the
maximum core frequency) divided by N, total number of
cores. Each incoming task is assumed to be generated by one
of the nine applications (benchmarks) given in Table 2. The
MAR values of tasks are assigned based on MAR of
SPEC2000 benchmarks [28]. The detailed micro-architecture
task characteristics used to emulate task execution in our
simulator, i.e. IPCncm and CMF are extracted by SimpleScalar
simulations and shown in Table 2. In order to choose the
parent application of each incoming task, we use a discrete
uniform random variable that selects from the nine
benchmarks given in Table 2 with equal probability, p=1/9.
This means that the characteristic values for incoming tasks
are picked from the values given in Table 2 with equal
probability of p=1/9. In order to model the uncertainty of the
information about the tasks, we apply a ±20% uniform
disturbance to the values of task characteristics at runtime,
before issuing the task to CMP.
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Table 3. Simulation parameters
Number of Cores

N= {4, 8, 16}

funsl
LQ / GQ
Td / Ta / Ts

800MHz
8 / 40,80,160
50 / 10 / 2ms

MARth

%15

Qd

60%

E(s)

1 M instructions

E(λ)

1.0N, 1.9N [1/ms]

Number of simulated task

5000

5.2. Results
For the purpose of comparison, we compare the proposed
3T-PM algorithm to the baseline power management
algorithm described earlier in this section. It does not support
core consolidation, task classification, or control-theory
feedback loop. Figure 7 shows the average power
consumption of the CMP system under the baseline solution
and the 3T-PM solution. The experiments were done for three
different CMP configurations with N=4, N=8, and N=16
cores, and under two system throughput constraints, low and
high corresponding to 30% and 80% of the maximum
processing capacity of CMP, respectively. On average, 3TPM consumes 23% less power compared to baseline PM.

0.5
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3T‐PM

160

16 cores

120

Task drop rate

Power [W]

140

8 cores

100
80
60

Proposed Heurisrtic

0.4

4 cores

baseline method

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
4

40

8

16

Number of Cores

20
0
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high

low

high

low

Figure 9. Task loss rate improvement due to the task classification
step in the 3T-PM solution.

high

Throughput

Figure 7. Power consumption of 3T-PM solution vs. baseline
PM for three CMP configurations and arrival rates.

Figure 8 depicts waveforms of frequency set by DVFS
method of 3T-PM and the baseline PM for one core to
compare the effect of PI controller-based DVFS with the
open loop DVFS. The throughput constraint for both systems
is the same and is shown in the figure with blue color, and
none of the PM techniques violate the throughput constraint.
It can be seen from the figure that the core frequency level
used by 3T-PM is (on average) around 7% lower than the
frequency level used by the baseline technique. Note that in
this example, 3T-PM is about 17% more power efficient
compared to the baseline system.
8

1800

f_baseline

f_3TPM

Throughput
7

Frequency [MHz]

1400

6
1200
1000

5

800

4

600

3
400

Throughput [1000MIPS]

1600
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1
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34
50
66
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98
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274
290
306
322
338
354
370
386

0

Time [ms]

Figure 8. Frequency waveforms used by 3T-PM and baseline PM for
the same throughput constraint.

In addition to power minimization, our PM performs better
in terms of performance compared to an improved version of
the baseline which now employs closed loop DVFS as
explained in section 4.4. In particular, we considered very
high task arrival rates that pushed the CMP to its processing
capacity limit, hence resulting in sizable task drop rate at the
global queue of the CMP system. Under this scenario, our
method shows an average of 18% lower task drop rate, with
7% lower power consumption. Note that the size of GQ was
set to the same value in both cases. The reason lies in the
separation of IHS and ILS tasks to run on different cores in
our method, which prevents unnecessary wait of the IHS
tasks for the ILS tasks in the GQ.
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Figure 9 shows this fact, which can also be interpreted as
the higher quality of service (QoS) of the 3T-PM solution
compared to the baseline one with feedback, under very high
task arrival rate. Finally, in the experiments we performed for
various core counts (up to 16) and workload configurations,
the power and performance overheads of 3T-PM are
negligible. More precisely, the 3T-PM runtime at each tier is
negligible compared to the epoch length, i.e., it is less than
1%. Since the algorithm is software based, its power
consumption overhead is linearly related to the ratio of
execution time of PMU code to that of the applications;
hence, the power dissipation overhead of 3T-PM is also
insignificant, the same as its runtime overhead.

6.

CONCLUSION

We formulated the problem of minimizing the power
consumption of a chip multiprocessor system under an
average throughput constraint. DVFS and core consolidation
along with task assignment methods are employed as part of
our solution framework. In particular, we introduced a
hierarchical global power manager comprised of three tiers
performing core consolidation and coarse-grain DVFS at top
tier, assigning the tasks to available cores considering server
and task affinities at mid-tier, and closed-loop feedback based
per-core DVFS at the low-tier.
The proposed PM suffers from a number of limitations
which can be summarized as follows: (i) it focuses on
independent tasks and ignores communication between the
tasks, and also parallel and multi-threaded tasks, which will
be studied as the future work and (ii) relying on a centralized
TDU limits the scalability of the proposed 3T-PM to large
number of cores. The reason of using a centralized dispatch
mechanism is to have better control on task assignment, while
a distributed task fetch mechanism would give better
scalability with cost of less controllability over optimality of
task assignment. Furthermore it does not consider
heterogeneous multi-core processors, which is again our
future work. Comparison of this technique to a baseline one
showed 23% power saving for our technique, which also
resulted in some 18% lower task drop rate under stringent
throughput constraints for the target CMP system.
Considering the promising simulation results, we would like
to implement 3T-PM algorithm into the kernel of an opensource operating system and evaluate its performance and
power saving in a physical CMP.

Finally, a more sophisticated task assignment algorithm,
based on the Limited Minimum Intervening (LMI) task
scheduling policy of [29], can be developed to further
improve the power efficiency by considering cache affinity to
reduce CMF. More precisely, we will build a weighted graph
of tasks and cores, and define task-to-core and inter-task
affinity factors. Next we will develop an algorithm, based on
Fiduccia-Mattheyes heuristic solution to the VLSI CAD
partitioning problem [30], to optimally assign tasks to cores
considering the given cache affinity factors.
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